Name of student chapter: FISAT ACM STUDENT CHAPTER
Address: Department of Computer Science,
Federal institute of science and technology,
Hormis Nagar, Mookannor P.O.,
Ernakulam- 683577
Number of members in chapter: 85
URL of website: www.acm.fisat.ac.in
Details of student chapter representatives:
Chairman
Anand J
Email: anandj.fisat@gmail.com
Vice-chairman
Rohit Narayanan
Email: rohitnrynn@gmail.com
Treasurer
Lakshmi A S
Email: aslakshmi97@gmail.com
Faculty sponser:
Sruthy Suresh,
Assistant Professor,
Department of Computer Science,
FISAT.
Email: sruthyajith@gmail.com

Number of students in our college who are studying undergraduate in computer science and engineering: 480
Number of students in our college who are studying postgraduate in computer science: 20

Essay about recruitment program:
The recruitment program for joining ACM student chapter FISAT was started by faculty sponser of FISAT ACM student chapter, Mrs. Sruthy Suresh. She gave a talk about ACM and it's benefits to the 3rd undergraduate students. A representative team from 3rd year students where allowed to take lecture about why joining ACM to rest of the students doing undergraduate in computer science and engineering. By the initiative taken by students and faculty sponser, FISAT ACM student chapter was able to recruit around 85 interested students between June 1 2016 to till date. The student representatives where chosen from a meeting held for the chapter members. There is constant communication between the members of student chapter through various social networking sites. Rohit Narayanan, vice-chairman FISAT ACM student chapter was chosen as the top ambassador in the ambassadors program by ACM for the month September 2016. The recruitment program is continued throughout the year as member students spread their benefits from ACM membership to non-members. Also as part of spreading the benefits we allowed Non-members to participate in annual quiz competition Celestia'17 conducted by FISAT ACM student chapter.